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Abstract: This paper presents a novel active mode incremental nonparametric discriminant analysis (aIncNDA) learning
method, in which traditional passive incremental NDA is extended with a one-pass online data selective sampling, then
enabled for active online discrimination analysis over data
streams. Given an incoming instance y, the proposed aIncNDA computes a simple discrimination residue ratio ν between within-class and between-class, which imitates the fundamental NDA tr(Sb−1 Sw ) criterion for a maximum separation between classes and minimum separation within classes.
In the experiment, we described how the discriminative instances can be significantly selected in line with the discrimination residue with, at most, minor sacrifices in learning rate
and classification accuracy. The experimental results show
that the proposed aIncNDA is capable of estimating the discriminant contribution for every newly presented instance under different condition of discriminant redundancy, and performing incremental learning gracefully with smaller number of instances learned, but often an improved discrimination
performance than the passive incremental NDA.
Keywords: Nonparametric discriminant analysis, incremental NDA, active learning, active mode incremental NDA
learning

1

Introduction

Active learning technique is crucial for classification as it iteratively selects distinctive information for training the classifier. Active rather than passive learning is preferred as it
performs selective sampling, which enables the learning, immune to noise and data scarcity problems. Owing to its adaptive, evolving and dynamic characteristics it is potentially
useful for targeted learning tasks and works well particularly
for nonlinear dataset/data stream. By now, active learning has
been successfully used in the field of internet security, bioinformatics [9] and text classification [14].
Active learning fundamentally consists of two main components namely the selective sampling engine and the base
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classifier. Selective sampling is carried out based on a certain criterion, which selects informative instances from the
given chunk of data to better the learning function. Thus active learning technique is principally more accurate and computationally efficient than passive learning.
In supervised machine learning for class discrimination,
the nonparametric discriminant analysis (NDA) is similar
to Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [21], which seeks
a transformation towards a maximum separation between
classes and minimum separation within classes. Classic
NDA is a passive batch learning approach, assumes the entire dataset for training is truly informative and is presented
in advance. However in real world applications, data is often being presented at different times in a stream of random
chunks, and the quality of data is often not guaranteed due to
noise affection. Incremental NDA (IncNDA) [19] somehow
has solved the difficulty of NDA and empowered the NDA
with an flexibility of incremental learning that accommodate
a data stream sequentially. But in spite of that, IncNDA still
conducts a rigid learning because IncNDA does not make any
instance choices before actual learning, just passively learns
whatever instances that are confronted/provided.
In order to overcome NDAs passive learning limitation,
we have proposed an active mode incremental NDA learning
approach, which incorporates incremental NDA (IncNDA)
and selective sampling technique together to form an online
active learning. The proposed aIncNDA allows constant informative update of NDA eigenspace obtained from the incoming data.

2 Related Researches and Motivations
The concept of Active learning has only been explored recently. The key to active learning lies in its adaptive selective
sampling technique, which selects the most informative instances or data, and eventually boosts the performance of the
classifier. The selected data will be assimilated into the training set to retrain the classifier in order to achieve improved
level of performance. This procedure can be iterative, since
the objective is to achieve a targeted level of performance
with least amount of data and high number of informative instances. In our method, incremental NDA is addressed for
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active learning implementation.
2.1

learning approach, learning passively whatever data is being
given/confronted.

Approaches of Active Learning

There are varieties of selective sampling approaches used in
active learning models. Amongst them, one of the most commonly used technique is Pool-based active learning. However
it suffers from multiple drawbacks. Most of the pool-based
active learning iteratively selects random samples from the
pool which may be informative or irrelevant [2]. Moreover,
selecting the samples to be included in the pool itself is a time
consuming process. Another selective sampling approach is
membership query which selects samples directly from the
dataset. Membership query scheme does not have the drawbacks posed by the pool-based scheme. It also reduces the
predictive error rapidly and is less computationally intensive.
Clustering [6] and Batch mode active learning [7] are
some of the other common flavors of active learning which
aims at decreasing the redundancy amongst the selected instances, consequently providing more unique instances for the
refinement of classifiers. Lastly, Query by Committee technique [8] is an effective approach, where selective sampling is
based on the disagreement amongst ensemble of hypotheses.
Some of the frequently used ensemble in this type of active
learning includes techniques such as Bagging and Boosting.
For application, incorporation of active learning with support vector machine has been commonly used especially in
the field of bioinformatics and text categorization [14]. However majority of them have made use of pool-based technique,
which suffers from multiple drawbacks stated above, therefore it is recommended that though incorporation of active
learning with SVM is good, other approaches such as membership querying or batch mode active learning should be
used as they negate the drawbacks introduced by pool based
learning.
2.2
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Incremental Discriminant Analysis Approaches

It is well known that Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
[21] seeks a transformation towards a global maximum
separation between classes and minimum separation within
classes. In contrast, another known discriminant analysis
approach, Nonparametric Discriminant Analysis (NDA) relies on local eigenvectors for obtaining discriminant knowledge from the entire dataset. The advantage of NDA over
LDA is that, NDA does not rely on assumptions that instances are drawn from a given probability distribution, therefore are more robust than parametric methods such as LDA,
and suits particularly on those nonlinear datasets. Similar to
LDA, NDA requires the entire dataset for training presented
in advance, thus is often called batch NDA in the literature.
For incremental learning of NDA, Raducanu et. al [19] proposed an incremental version of NDA, which allows us to
maintain a constantly updated NDA eigenspace. However,
both batch NDA and incremental NDA are merely a passive

2.3 Motivation of Active Mode Incremental NDA Learning
To enable active learning of NDA, we incorporated incremental NDA and selective sampling technique together to form
a new active learning technique, which delivers constant informative updating of NDA eigenspace, therefore minimizing
concept drift and computational cost.

3 Passive NDA Learning Approaches
Classic NDA [1] assumes that the entire training dataset is
provided in advance, the learning is passively done in one
batch. Incremental NDA (IncNDA) is capable of learning incoming instance continuously, but IncNDA also learns inactively whatever instances are confronted. The computation of
Batch NDA and IncNDA are briefed as follows.
3.1 Nonparametric Discriminant analysis (Batch NDA)
Assuming that the data samples we have belong to N classes.
Let Ci represents samples belonging to one of the class i,
i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N . Then, a NDA discrimination eigenspace
according to [19] can be computed to express the class separability of data,
−1
Ω = tr(Sw
.Sb )
(1)
In above Ω, Sw is the within class covariance matrix defined as:
Sw =

CN X
X

(xj − µCi )(xj − µCi )T ;

(2)

i=1 j∈Ci

Sb is the between class covariance matrix defined as,
Sb =

nCi
CN
CN
X
X
X

Wijq (xiq − µN N (xiq , Cj ))

(3)

i=1 j=1,j6=i q=1

(xiq − µN N (xiq , Cj ))T ,
where µCi is the mean vector of class Ci , and wCi is the
number of samples in class Ci .
In Sb , µN N (xiq , Cj ) is defined as a local K-NN mean,
µN N (xiq , Cj )

k
1X
=
N Nt (xiq , Cj )‘
k t=1

(4)

where N Nt (miq , Cj ) represents the tth nearest neighbor from
vector mqi to class Cj . Wijq is defined as a weighting function,
wijq =

dα (xiq , N Nt (xiq , Ci ))(xiq , N Nt (xiq , Cj ))
. (5)
dα (xiq , N Nt (xiq , Ci )) + (xiq , N Nt (xiq , Cj )))

where α denotes control parameter for sample weights which
can be selected between zero and infinity.
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Incremental Nonparametric Discriminant Analysis
(IncNDA)

Consider new instances are presented in the future. Incremental NDA [19] incorporates the discriminant knowledge presented in the new coming sample as: given new instance y is
coming in, then the current NDA model Ω is required to be
updated as,
′−1
Ω′ = f (Ω, y) = tr(Sw
· Sb′ )

′

′

Sw =

CN
X

′

Sw (Cj ) + Sw (CL )

(7)

(8)

j=1,j6=L

where Sbin (CL ) represents the covariance matrix between the
existing class and the class newly presented, Sbout (y CL ) gives
the covariance matrix between the existing class and the up′
dated class CL′ , and Sw (CL ) signifies the updated within
class covariance matrix. For further computation approaches
′
on Sbin (CL ), Sbout (y CL ), and Sw (CL ), please refer to [19].
The above IncNDA can be used to construct an agent capable of updating the current discriminant knowledge Ω(t)
by Ω(t + 1) = F(Ω(t), y) whenever a new instance y is confronted by the agent in the future. However, the IncNLDA
is counted as a passive learning approach, because the IncNDA learns passively every instance confronted, even if the
instance is confirmed redundant or noise data.

4

L(t) = Ad(t) − Ao(t),

(6)

This means that Sw and Sb are required to be updated respectively.
′
According to , the updated between class Sb and within
′
class Sw covariance matrix can be calculated as follows:
Sb = Sb − Sbin (CL ) + Sbin (CL′ ) + Sbout (y CL )

as a type of mathematical residue that reflects the discriminability difference between the NDA transformed space and
the original space.
Given one new instance presented at one time, similar to
[20], the discriminability difference between the NDA transformed space and the original space of the IncNDA at time t
by a classification performance evaluation as,

The proposed Active IncNDA (aIncNDA)

For active learning, we consider here an active learning way
(aIncNDA) to empower the IncNDA with the ability of detecting the discriminative interestingness of data before it is
delivered for IncNDA learning. That is, the above IncNDA
can be renovated to conduct incremental learning in an active
learning way,

Fc (Ω(t), y) ifL(t) > ξ
Ω(t + 1) =
(9)
Ω(t)
otherwise.
where only discriminative instances are delivered for IncNDA
learning. ξ is the threshold identifying discriminative criterion of NDA. The smaller ξ leads to the bigger number of
instances learned by IncNDA.
Recall that the nature of NDA learning lies at the discriminability difference between the NDA transformed space and
the original space. Straightforwardly, L(t) can be represented

(10)

where Ad(·) is the classification accuracy on discriminant
eigenspace, and Ao(·) is the accuracy on original space. It
could be any type of classification performance evaluation by
any classifier.
However, such performance-based residue calculation involves a serious problem. That is, the L(t) is highly classifier dependent. For example, suppose a K-NN method is
used for performance evaluation Ad(·) and Ao(·), then the selected instances for incremental learning is meaningful only
for K-NN classification and the category of prototype-based
methods, but may not for the classification using any other
methods such as hyperplane-based support vector machines
(SVM) and decision-tree based C4.5.
4.1 Discrimination Residue Ratio
The idea of discrimination residue ratio is adapted from
the weighting function (i.e. Eq. (5))used in NDA, where
N Nk (xi , Ci ) and N Nk (xi , Cj ) emphasize local within class
distances and local between class distances. As we know, the
principle of NDA, similar to LDA, seeks simultaneously minimizing within class distances and maximizing between class
distances. The difference between NDA and LDA is, LDA is
global model, whereas NDA focus on local instances distribution.
Given M new instances Y = {y1 , y2 , ...yM } presented
as one chunk at time t, for each instance yi ∈ Y , we can
quickly estimate the within-class residue to the class mean
vector µCi :
kN Nk (y i , Ci ) − µCi k,
(11)
also the between-class residue to any other the class mean
vector µCj , j = 1, ..., CN , j 6= i:
kN Nk (y i , Cj ) − µCj k.

(12)

Thus, the contribution of incoming instance yi to the NDA
−1
fundamental maximum tr(Sw
.Sb ) criterion can be estimated
as the following discrimination residue ratio of with-class to
between-class scatter estimates
ν(yi ) =

k CN1−1

kN Nk (y i , Ci ) − µCi k
PC N
i
j=1,j6=i N Nk (y , Cj ) − µCj k

(13)

if ν(yi ) > 1, then the contribution of yi to NDA discrimination is positive, otherwise is negative.
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Table 1: Comparison of aIncNDA versus IncNDA on incremental learning of instances over 8 UCI datasets.
aIncNDA
ξ

No. Instances(rate[%])

Acc.[%]

No. Instances

Acc.[%]

Iris

0.75

56 (37.3)

94.5

150

92.0

+2.5

Liver-disorder

0.8

51 (22.2)

63.3

345

62.4

+0.9

Vehicle

3.0e-3

251 (29.7)

77.6

846

75.4

+2.2

Glass

0.98

50 (23.4)

60.1

214

52.5

+7.6

Wine

0.95

162 (92.7)

83.7

178

78.5

+5.2

Wisconsin

0.95

443 (95.7)

89.7

463

84.3

+5.4

Ionosphere

0.7

291 (83.1)

76.2

350

76.1

+0.1

Heart

0.65

33 (11.1)

53.2

297

52.3

+0.9

However, it is noticeable that the above discrimination
residue ratio varies in practice largly depending on individual
dataset. Thus, it is hard for us to determine a suitable threshold value for a given dataset. To overcome this difficulty, we
compute the discrimination residue ratio for every instance of
the Y , then the above ν(yi ) can be normalized as,
νy i = q

1
M

ν − ν̄
PM
2
m=1 (νm − ν̄)

(14)

PM
1
where ν̄ = M
m=1 νm is the chunk mean discrimination
residue ratio. Thus, L(t) in Eq. (9)can be implemented by
νyi as a chunk data filter.

Fc (Ω, y) ifν(y) > ξ
′
(15)
Ω =
Ω
otherwise.

5

Experiments and Discussions

In this section, we have examined the efficiency and accuracy
of the proposed aIncNDA method, and compared to IncNDA.
Particularly, we investigate the relationship between 1) the
discriminability and number of instances, 2) the redundancy
and number of instances. To experiment on data with different discriminative characterization, we used datasets from
two database resources. One resource is from UCI Machine
Learning Repository [23], where we selected 8 datasets that
have different application backgrounds and the features 100%
of continuous/integer values and no missing value. The other
resource is the MPEG-7 face database [24], which consists of
pose and light two subsets, total 1355 face images of 271 persons, 5 different face images per person and each face image
has the size of 56 × 46.
5.1

IncNDA

Datasets

Experimental Setup

To implement the proposed aIncNDA for incremental learning, we select randomly, for each dataset, 10% for initial batch
NDA training, and divide the remaining data into 10 random

Diff.[%]

chunks for incremental learning test. We collect every instance learned by aIncNDA, and evaluate the performance
of aIncNDA and IncNDA on discrimination contribution at
every learning stage. For performance evaluation, we compared the eigenspace from the proposed aIncNDA with the
eigenspace from IncNDA by a leave-one-out kNN (k=1) classification over all data presented by current learning stage.
Note that we use the term learning stage instead of the usual
time scale since the events of data arriving in the above incremental learning may not happen in a regular time interval.
Here, the number of learning stages is equivalent to the number of instances that have been learned by incremental models.
In the experiment, parameter ξ is relevant to the number
of curiosity instances and the discriminability of the resulting NDA. For each experiments, we fixed ξ by the rule that
the instances are significantly selected with, at most, minor
sacrifices in discriminability.
5.2 UCI Datasets
Table 1 gives an comparison of aIncNDA versus IncNDA on
the incremental learning of 8 UCI datasets. In the table, ξ is
fixed for each dataset by the rule described above, the number
of instances and the percentage to the number of all instances
is denoted as ‘No. Instances(rate)’, and the classification accuracies is denoted as ‘Acc.’. The discriminability difference
(denoted as ‘Diff.’) is calculated as the proposed aIncNDA
minus IncLDA in terms of the K-NN LOO classification performance at the final learning stage.
As seen in the table, the proposed aIncLDA method, ignores 4.7%-88.9% instances of the whole dataset, constructs
discriminant eigenspaces on the remaining 11.1%-95.3% selected instances. However, the discriminability of the obtained eigenspace from composed instance subset, compared
to the eigenspace from all instances (using IncLDA), has no
decrease, reversely, most of case has a slight increase. This
suggests that the proposed active IncNDA learning is valid,
and the selected instances by aIncNDA have the expected dis-
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criminative representativeness.
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Conclusion and Future Works

Method based on passive learning prove to be inadequate
in real world application. To overcome this limitation, we
have developed active mode incremental NDA which performs adaptive discriminant selection of instances for incremental NDA learning. Performance evaluation carried out on
benchmark UCI datasets show that Active Mode Incremental
NDA performs on par and in many cases better then incremental NDA with less number of instances. Given the nature of network data which is large, streaming, and constantly
changing, we believe that our method can find practical application in the field of internet security.

60
50

CalssfciatoinAccuracy%

To test the performance of the proposed method under different level of discriminative redundancy, we carried out face
recognition (FR) and face membership authentication (FMA)
experiments [25–27] using the same face database described
above. FMA is to distinguish the membership class (cls.
1) from the non-membership class (cls. 2) in a total group
through a binary class classification. FMA involves more discriminative redundancy than face recognition problem, because the size of membership in FMA is often smaller than
that of nonmembership, which indicates that not every instance are discriminatively important for FMA.
Over the 271 persons 1355 faces data, we conducted FR
and FMA, respectively. For the FMA experiment, we set the
membership size as 71 (cls. 1/cls. 2 is 71/200) without loss of
generality. Thus, we compared the proposed aIncNDA with
the IncNDA on incremental learning of 271 classes (i.e. FR)
and 2 classes (i.e. FMA) data, respectively.
Fig. 1(a) shows the comparison of NDA discriminability
between the proposed aIncNDA and the IncLDA for both FR
and FMA experiments, and Fig. 1(b) reports corresponding
the number of instances learned by aIncNDA.
As seen in Fig. 1(a), the proposed aIncNDA learns NDA
for FR on 1331 of total 1355 instances, only 24 instances are
found redundant. Whereas for FMA, aIncNDA learns 1093
of 1355 which is only about 20.0% of total 1355 instances
are reduced. However, the performance of the proposed aIncNDA for both FR and FMA as given in Fig. 1(a) outperforms
in most cases, the performance of the IncNDA on all 1355
instances. This indicates that the proposed aIncNDA is able
to suit itself automatically to data with discriminative redundancy, and select a suitable number of instance to build an
correct NDA model. This also can be reflect from Fig. 1(b),
where aIncNDA is shown actively selecting different number
of instance for incremental learning.
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Figure 1: Comparison of aIncNDA and IncNDA on FR and
FMA, (a) the performance of aIncLDA versus IncNDA on
incremental learning; (b) the number of learned instances by
aIncNDA at every learning stage.
Over the datasets from different resources, the proposed
aIncNDA learning method is evaluated on: (1) aIncNDA versus IncNDA, and (2) performance under different level redundancy, where face recognition and face membership authentication are studied, respectively. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed aIncNDA learning helps more
efficient NDA learning with fewer instances, but with no performance deduction. One limitation of the proposed method
concerns, as the original IncNDA retains raw data at every
step of incremental learning, the data processing in aIncNDA
is not one-pass.
As future work, the presented methods application in intrusion detection system will be exploited along with added
enhancements to the selective sampling criterion. Also, the
use of incremental classifier will be researched to serve as an
extension to our present model which will eliminate the need
for retraining further enhancing the processing speed while
been computationally efficient.
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